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Vice Chancellor
Message from the

I am pleased to hear that the Physics Society of the University of Sri Jayewardenepura has 
organized a Valedictory Lecture by Veteran Professor D. A. Tantrigoda. And I am honored to 
get a chance to pen in some words of appreciation and congratulations on behalf of the 
University Sri Jayewardenepura. 

Professor D A Tantrigoda joined the university in 1974 and since then he has made a 
remarkable contribution to the university as well as to the student population. It is a great 
to privilege to mention that I had the honour to associate with Professor Tantrigoda since 
the beginning of my professional career. Throughout the Professor’s 40 years of tenure he 
was a man of his word and policies. He was a pleasing personality to associate with, who 
demonstrated superior analytical capabilities and soon became an expert in the area of 
Physics. At the time he retired he was the Chair and Senior Professor of Physics. Further 
Professor Tantrigoda was the Dean of the Faculty of Graduate Studies and also was one of 
the steering Committee members in establishing the Faculty of Engineering University of Sri 
Jayewardenepura.  

True to the saying that “A good teacher is like a candle - it consumes itself to light the way 
for others." he is a wonderful lecturer, a person with high caliber, a pillar of passion and an 
intellect where he believed in producing students who think “out of the box.” Like a true 
scholar, Professor Tantrigoda has vastly contributed to knowledge by conducting research 
across multiple discipline and some of his research interests are Geophysics, Mathematical 
and Computational Physics. 
  
It is great to know that we have had such a loyal member of staff and one who was always 
willing to undertake whatever work required doing. Therefore, I would like to render my 
heartiest wishes to Professor D A Tantrigoda who became a true asset to the university. 

Professor Sampath Amarathunge 
Vice Chancellor 
University of Sri Jayewardenepura



Dean of the faculty of 
applied Sciences

Message from the

I consider it a great privilege and an honor to pen in a few words of appreciation and 
congratulations on behalf of the Faculty of Applied Sciences University of Sri 
Jayewardenepura for the Valedictory lecture by Professor D. A. Tantrigoda, organized by the 
Physics Society of University of Sri Jayewardenepura.

From its inception the faculty of Applied Sciences has had the embracement of highly 
accentuated academics. Professor D A Tantrigoda is one such academics who has reached 
far beyond the pinnacle of modern thinking. Joining the Department of Physics in 1974 as 
a lecturer and working his way along the path of academia, Professor Tantrigoda retired as 
the Chair and Senior Professor of Physics ending a fruitful 40 years at the University of Sri 
Jayewardenepura. His positive influence on the University and student community has been 
immense in an academic as well as in a professional background. His exemplary teaching 
abilities have created students of high intellect and perseverance who have excelled 
academically and professionally. There is never a dull moment in the company of Professor 
Tantrigoda with his pleasing and highly commendable personality. Professor Tantrigoda is an 
academic who has excelled in a variety of fields. His research work has been highlighted in 
the fields of Geophysics, Mathematical & Computational Physics. His keen interest in the field 
of music and literature was evident when he composed a song for the commemoration of 
the Golden Jubilee of University of Sri Jayewardenepura. 

Finally I would like to make this an opportunity to wish Professor Tantrigoda a blissful 
retirement and all the success in his future endeavors. He will be dearly missed by not just 
the Faculty members but all at the University.

Professor Sudantha Liyanage
Dean 
Faculty of Applied Sciences 
University of Sri Jayewardenepura
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Head of the Department 
of Physics

Message from the

It is with great pleasure that I write this message to the souvenir of the valedictory lecture 
on creativity, concepts and development, conducted by Professor Dhammika. A. Tantrigoda.  
This event has been organized to mark the retirement of Professor Tantrigoda and celebrate 
his forty years academic career, by the Physics society of the Department of Physics. 

Throughout the past forty years Professor Tantrigoda made an outstanding history for our 
department, University and for the Nation. His footprints have been followed by many 
generations all over these years and I am sure that it will continue. Professor Tantrigoda 
joined the family of University of Sri Jayewardenepura in 1974 as an Assistant Lecturer and 
acquired his MSc and PhD in the area of Geophysics from University of Durham, UK. He 
returned to Sri Lanka in 1982 and began his academic career as a senior lecturer. As a 
scientist his research career was started enrolling me as his first research student which 
became a remarkable achievement in my life as I was able to gain knowledge on 
interdisciplinary theoretical aspects, research techniques and also computer literacy at an 
era with much lacking resources to reach and achieve such knowledge. In 1989 he became 
the Head of the Department of Physics by turning a new chapter in the history of our 
Department. He established the subject Geophysics in the Department as signalizing it as the 
only Department in Sri Lanka which includes Geophysics in a Physics curriculum. Under his 
guidance and supervision the Physics Department was turned out to be one of the few 
Departments which scored ‘A’ grades to all categories at the Quality Assurance Accreditation 
of Universities in Sri Lanka. Professor Tantrigoda was the pioneer of the establishment of 
the first taught MSc Degree program (MSc in Physics Education) which was coordinated by 
me. Moreover, Professor Tantrigoda contributed his service to the Infrastructure 
developments, human resources developments and Physics curriculum developments of the 
Department during his devoted academic career. In 2002 he became the Dean of the faculty 
of graduate studies and later on, Senior Professor and Chair of the department in 2004. 
Professor Tantrigoda was successful on shaping lives of countless number of students which 
I can assure by giving plenty of examples.

According to his broad understanding of Physics and as a Geophysicists, his contribution was 
not limited to the university and students but for the nation also. His extensive views, 
knowledge and imagination were consistently dedicated to development projects of the 
country and research institutes such as Arthur. C. Clarke Institute for Modern Technologies, 
Petroleum Resources Development Secretariat, National Science Foundation, Institute of 
fundamental Studies etc. He was a General President of the Sri Lanka Association for the 
Advancement of Science (SLAAS) and currently he holds the chair position of the National 
Science and Technology Commission (NASTEC). 
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Professor Tantrigoda has an unique way of teaching which involves persuading students to 
understand education broadly, not merely as a subject that pertains to theoretical concepts 
and formal pedagogy but as a wide collection of forces that contribute to a person’s and 
society’s development. I gratefully acknowledge that, many of us were inspired and 
motivated through Professor’s methods of teaching and his career. I look forward to continue 
the conversations and plans we have had and I have no doubt I will continue to endow 
benefits to our students from our encounters in countless ways.

Professor, as you embark on your next new chapter of life, as a student and as a friend I 
wish you a joyful and healthy retirement. Your teachings will be forever treasured.

Dr. P. Geekiyanage
Head of the Department
Department of Physics
University of Sri Jayewardenepura
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Patron
Message from the

I consider it a privilege to be writing a few words on the occasion of the valedictory lecture 
of Prof. D.A.Tantrigoda who served the University of Sri Jayewardenepura for 40 long years 
with utmost commitment until his retirement as Senior Professor of Physics last January.  
First I would like to thank the Physics Society for organizing this event and to the Senior 
Treasurer of the Society, Dr. Shantha Gamage particularly for initiating the event and for 
giving me the opportunity to write a message for the souvenir produced to mark the 
occasion. 

On this occasion, I would like to mention a few of Prof. Tantrigoda’s attributes relevant to 
the achievements of the department.  His simple way of teaching physics attracted many 
students even from the biological science stream to choose physics as a subject and 
appreciate the beauty of physics.  He always thought it his duty to be present in the 
department and get involved in all activities of the department, faculty and the university.  
It was his habit to work in harmony with those around him, be it the academic or 
nonacademic staff or the students.  This created a peaceful atmosphere conducive for 
research, academic work and smooth functioning of the department.  He had a broad 
outlook on the world and always tried to understand differences of opinion and to respect 
diverse views.

Prof. Tantrigoda is largely responsible for the progress of the department of during the last 
20 years and his services will be always remembered and appreciated and his absence will 
be felt for a long time to come.  I wish him good health, long life and happiness in his 
retirement.

Professor C. P. Abayaratne
Department of Physics
University of Sri Jayewardenepura
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President of Physics Society
Message from the

“It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken joy in creative expression and knowledge”   - 
Albert Einstein’s saying has always been the most apposite portrayal for Professor 
Dhammika Tantrigoda, for the immense contribution towards the University of Sri 
Jayewardenepura as well as the society of physics from the inception and throughout. 

At this moment of tendering the message as the president of the physics society, I humbly 
recall the very first day of the orientation program in the university which is also the day I 
myself was inspired about the subject of physics. The vibrant personality of Professor 
Tantrigoda explaining about the subject has lightened the flame in “Studying Physics” of 
every fellow student’s heart in the society. His exceptional competence of sharing the 
knowledge in the most modern way has been attractive and admired.  

Being blessed studying physics under Professor Thantrigoda, on behalf of the student 
community, I convey our gratitude and well wishes for a blissful retirement. Sir, it is for 
certain that you are always remembered as a milestone for the utmost service tendered.

Sasadara Adikari
President
Physics society
University of Sri Jayewardenepura
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Senior Treasurer
Message from the

The Physics Society of the University of Sri Jayawardenapura was formed about twenty-two 
years ago, with a very clear idea of its aims and objectives. The seriousness and enthusiasm 
through which these objectives are being pursued augurs well for the future of this society. 
In line with the aims and objectives of the society, the physics society is proud to organize 
the valedictory lecture on Creativity, Concepts and Development to mark the retirement of 
the Chair and Senior Professor of Physics to acknowledge the 40 year academic career of an 
extraordinary person, our beloved Professor Dhammika Tantrigoda. 

It is with great pride and pleasure that I provide a message for this event as a student of 
Prof. Tantrigoda and as a member of the first executive committee of the society. His 
encouragement was very much useful for initiating the society.  His contribution in the last 
22 years for the society as the first senior treasurer and as the patron of the society played 
a major role to build a very good relationship between academic community and university 
students. 

Prof. Tantrigoda's ability to teach complex scenarios in Physics simply and attractively helped 
us to think more. Thank you for being such a fantastic teacher and for your wonderful sense 
of humour. You are still the best lecturer I have ever encountered, and certainly were 
primarily responsible for helping me to become a university academic.  I certainly hope that 
you will continue to work and share the good that you do with all of us. Best wishes on your 
retirement.

Finally we are all most grateful to the distinguished academics, non-academic staff 
members, well wishers and past and present members of the physics society who have joined 
hands to make this event a success.

Dr. N. Gamage Shantha,
Senior lecturer in Physics
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A Tribute to 
Professor D.A Tantrigoda

On the Occasion of 
His Retirement: 

On 10th June 1949, the village of Palatota, Kalutara, saw the birth of Dhammika 
Ariyakuamara Tantrigoda. He was born to a highly reputed family having a great affinity 
towards Sri Lankan values and traditions. His father served as a school principal and was a 
very influential person on his life. The environment that he was brought up in was invariably 
such that Literature and Science were intricate parts of it. As a school boy he showed shear 
brilliance in studies. He completed his school education at Kalutara Vidyalaya and Royal 
College, Colombo, one of the most prominent boy’s schools in the island. During his schooling 
days he was fascinated and enthusiastic about Art, Culture, Painting and Sinhala in which 
he excelled abundantly in addition to the field of Science. 

After the successful completion of his G.C.E Advanced level examination, he entered the then 
University of Ceylon (University of Peradeniya). Getting selected to do both Physics and 
Mathematics this young gentleman prioritized his academic activities on Physics. He then 
went on to successfully read for a special degree in Physics under the benevolent guidance 
of Prof. V. Appapillai and Prof. George Dissanayake.

In November 1974 this scholar joined the Vidyodaya Campus of the University of Sri Lanka 
(currently University of Sri Jayewardenepura) as a probationary assistant lecturer. The 
influence of prominent researchers at that time such as Prof. P.C.B Fernando, Prof. 
Tennakone and Dr. Mahendra Wijesingha made him continue higher studies in Physics. His 
close interaction with Prof. P.C.B Fernando finally led to the selection of Geophysics for 
higher studies. After receiving a Commonwealth Scholarship he left to the United Kingdomin 
order to pursue higher studies at the University of Durham. He obtained his Master’s degree 
in 1979 while becoming the second in the batch under the supervision of Prof. Martin H.P. 
Bott. In 1982 he obtained his PhD.
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On his return he was promoted as a Senior lecturer in Physics. He was appointed the Chair of 
Physics following the retirement of Prof. P.C.B Fernando in 1996. In the year 2004 he was 
further elevated to the position of Senior Professor of Physics which he held till the time of 
retirement with utmost care and passion. In his research career he has supervised a 
significant number of PhD students in Physics and also he has supervised one PhD and three 
MPhil students in Mathematics.

He has accomplished a great deal of things in his fruitful career in an academic as well as in 
a professional level. Such excellence and perfection is seen rarely in a human being. He has 
held a significant number of positions as a renowned scholar. He has been a Regular 
Associate at the International Center for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy, for a period of 
three months each year and highly regards this as a good exposure and an opportunity for 
him to meet a lot of new people. His secret of success is to attend a gathering pretending to 
be a person who doesn’t know anything and to learn everything such that in the end there is 
nothing left to learn. Joining the Sri Lanka Association for the Advancement of Science in 
1974, he went on to become the president of the section E1 in 1998, Chairman of General 
Research Committee in 2003 and finally in 2011 became the 67th General President of the 
Association. He is a fellow of the prestigious National Academy of Sciences of Sri Lanka. His 
contribution as a consultant to the Ministry of Higher Education on “How to reform the 
university system in Sri Lanka” will be of much importance in improving the current 
education system. Prof. Tantrigoda has published over fifty research papers in reputed 
national and international scientific journals. “Demarcation of the outer edge of the 
continental margin of Sri Lanka according to the United Nations convention on the law of the 
sea” is a project in which he played a leading role. He was awarded the 
National Science and Technology award in the year 2008. At his retirement he was also the 
Chairman of the National Science and Technology Commission.

Prof. Tantrigoda is a paragon for a person who has squashed the statement “Lovin Ekek Eka 
Deyakata Wei Samatha”. He possesses exemplary skills in composing songs and is a very 
talented short story writer. The song composed in commemoration of the Golden Jubilee of 
the University of Sri Jayewardenepura in 2009, Einstein song to mark the 100th anniversary 
of the three great discoveries of Einstein in 2005 and the forest song to mark the 
international year of forests in 2011 are some of his masterpieces. Thus his contribution in 
uplifting the cultural and intellectual life in the University has been immense.

Though he carried a very high image, his down-to-the-earth personality was very evident 
from his soothing actions. It was from his parents that he learned to show such love and 
kindness to everyone as lighting up a lamp with another, always trying to lighten up others 
through love and kindness to make other people happy. 

The final Gold lining to this great and humble human being is his family life. Leading and 
exemplary family life, Prof. Tantrigoda is happily married to Mrs. Ramani Tantrigoda an 
Associate Professor at the Open University, Department of Chemistry and he is the father of 
three sons. 

On an ending note, he was a pillar of passion and strength to his students. He relied on 
perseverance and spent a great deal of time organizing ways to present his ideas in a 
sequential pattern, so that even a layman would understand Physics. Prof. Tantrigoda has 
had a profound impact on innumerable students throughout his career. All his students 
continue to achieve greater heights because Professor inspired them. Though he has now 
left the University, Prof. Tantrigoda’s legacy as a teacher will always be hallowed by the 
countless minds he has awakened.
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First of all I would like to thank the Physics Society for inviting me to deliver a valedictory 
lecture on the eve of my retirement from the position of Chair and Senior Professor of 
Physics of the University of Sri Jayewardenepura. In leading universities of the world, it is a 
well known tradition to organize an inaugural lecture to mark the appointment of a new 
Professor and also to organize a valedictory lecture to mark his or her retirement. However, 
this tradition is rarely practiced in Sri Lanka. An inaugural lecture serves the purpose of 
introducing the vision, ideology, and the research and academic orientation of a newly 
appointed Professor, to the academic community.  On the other hand, a valedictory lecture 
is delivered by a retiring Professor to bid farewell to the academic community and more 
importantly to celebrate his or her contribution over the years to the discipline, university 
and the community at large. I am indeed much obliged to the Physics society and its Senior 
Treasurer Dr.N.G.S. Shantha for making arrangements for this valedictory lecture which I 
deliver as the last formal academic activity that I perform as the Chair and Senior Professor 
of Physics at the University of Sri Jayewardenepura. 

The topic that I have chosen for my valedictory lecture is “Creativity, Concepts and 
Development”. In my lecture I shall try to illustrate how the very special quality called 
“creativity” possessed only by human beings, has been used to give rise to a process called 
concept building , and how the concept so built have been used in the development process.

Philosophy has a stream of knowledge that has a long history which goes back to several 
millennia. Different philosophies have originated in different parts of the world. I would like 
to draw your special attention to ancient Greek philosophy, especially in view of its close 
relationship to modern science. Ancient Greek philosophy began around 6th century BC and 
was dominated by three great philosophers Socrates, Plato and Aristotle. Ancient Greek 
Philosophy covers a wide variety of disciplines such as Ethics, Political Philosophy, 
Metaphysics, Epistemology and Mathematics.   In fact, it is acknowledged that the present 
day knowledge of most of the branches of modern science and other knowledge domains is 
based on fundamental ideas that have been expounded by the ancient Greek philosophers.

: Valedictory Lecture   

Prof. Dhammika A. Tantrigoda,
Chair and Senior Professor of Physics 
University of Sri Jayewardenepura 
 
Vice Chancellor,
Dean, Faculty of Applied Science,
Head, Department of Physics,
Members of the Academic Staff, 
Administrative and Non Academic Staff,
President of the Physics Society, 
My Dear Present and Past Students,
Invited Guests,
Ladies and Gentleman,
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Undoubtedly, the body of knowledge created by the ancient Greek philosophers and other 
philosophers- Arab, Indian and Chinese- formed an important stream of knowledge. While 
noting the importance of this philosophical stream we need to realize that this was not the 
only stream of knowledge that existed during that time. There was another stream of 
knowledge that is much older than philosophy and can be considered as equally important, if 
not more. This was the knowledge of ordinary people- knowledge of the farmers who worked 
the agricultural fields, knowledge of the carpenters and masons who constructed buildings 
and edifices and knowledge of slaves who laboured to build the pyramids. In short, this was 
the knowledge of artisans from the world of work. These two streams of knowledge existed 
side by side as two independent entities for a long period of time, until two important 
intellectuals of the 16th century focussed their attention to this dichotomy. They were Francis 
Bacon and Galileo Galilei. In my lecture I would confine my remarks only Galileo's contribution 
even though the contribution of Francis Bacon is equally important. 

Galileo Galilei was born on 18th February 1564 in Pisa. In spite of Galileo’s interest in 
mathematics and mechanical innovations from his young days, his father expected him to 
pursue a career in medicine. He joined the University of Pisa and studied medicine and the 
philosophy of Aristotle. Having realized that Galileo has no interest in medicine and his 
strength is in mathematics his father allowed him to study mathematics. He studied 
mathematics at Florence and soon became a renowned mathematician of that era and was 
successful in securing a position as the Professor of Mathematics at the University of Pisa in 
1589. Later he was appointed to the prestigious position of Chair of Mathematics at the 
University of Padua.

Galileo was never in total agreement with Aristotelian philosophy. In fact, very often he has 
been highly critical of certain aspects the Aristotelian philosophy. He openly disagreed with 
the Aristotle’s geocentric theory of the universe and favoured   the Copernican system of the 
heliocentric universe. Furthermore, he was highly skeptical of the view professed by the Greek 
philosophers of the time that the behaviour of nature can be understood through rational 
arguments alone.  His contribution to knowledge has been documented in two great books 
authored by him. The first was the “Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief World Systems”   in 
which he challenged the Aristotelian cosmology. The second was “Dialogue Concerning Two 
New Sciences” which is widely considered as the cornerstone of modern physics. This book 
which has been written in the form of a dialogue probably narrates the experience that 
Galileo gained through his interaction with the world of work. Through this book he has made 
a highly successful attempt to present a mechanical “model” of the universe. He tried to 
explain many phenomena that we are familiar with by using the concept of “force”. It is true 
that this concept was first introduced by Aristotle.   However, it was Galileo who introduced 
the concept to explain a wide spectrum of phenomena.  He successfully explained the 
equilibrium of structures in terms of the concept of force.  It is important to realize that force 
is not something that exists in reality. It is only a concept which has been created to explain 
certain 'class of situations'. 

The concept of force was further developed by the well known English physicist and 
mathematician Sir Isaac Newton. He formulated three laws which are known as Newton’s 
laws of motion through which he made the concept of force more real. Through his first law 
he defined the concept of force and through the second law he was successful in providing a 
way of quantifying it and also providing units to measure it. The force was generally 
understood in laymen terms as “push” and “pull”.  Through the third law Newton introduced 
a new force that came into play when two rigid objects are in contact with one another. His 
third law was successful in introducing two new concepts called 'action' and 'reaction' and 
also provided a way of describing how force arises in certain situations. The so called “force”
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which was a figment of imagination or a concept has now become a real physical quantity 
with a well defined meaning and units of measuring it.

Newton first introduced the concept of force in relation to objects moving in straight lines. 
Later he further developed this idea in relation to bodies performing circular motion. He 
explained that for an object to move in a circular path there should be a force acting on the 
object directed towards the centre of the circular path.  The object continues to move around 
the circular path provided that the force takes a certain magnitude which depends on the 
mass of the object, its speed and the radius of the circular path. Later he generalized his 
study of circular motion for objects moving in elliptical orbits. 

Another concept which has a history that goes back to the days of Aristotle is gravity. During 
ancient days gravity was not directly considered a force as we do today. It was used to signify 
the importance of the Earth in the geocentric theory of the universe of Aristotle. According 
to the geocentric theory the Earth is situated at the privileged position of the centre of the 
universe. The Earth was also considered the centre of gravity of the universe for two 
important reasons.  The first was that all heavenly bodies revolve around the Earth. The 
second was that any object on the Earth comes back to the Earth when projected away from 
it for the reason that the Earth is the most natural place for material objects to reside. With 
the introduction of the heliocentric theory of Copernicus which enunciated the centre of the 
universe is the Sun rather than the Earth, it was accepted that the centre of gravity of the 
universe is the Sun not the Earth. The more revolutionary idea that there can be billions of 
systems similar to the solar system in the universe was put forward by Bruno.  If this is the 
case, the idea of centre of gravity is no more meaningful. However, there should be a certain 
property that holds the planets of each system together. The term gravity was then used to 
signify this property. Bruno further said that this property is universal as it prevails 
throughout the universe. This was how the concept of universal gravity was born.

Experimental observations that led to the formulation of a more complete theory of gravity 
came from a well known naked eye astronomer, Tycho Brahe and his colleague Johannes 
Kepler. Kepler after a careful analysis of the paths of planets recorded by Brahe and his 
co-workers summarized results of his analysis in three laws presently known as Kepler’s 
laws of planetary motion. The first law states that all planets move around the Sun in 
elliptical orbits with the Sun at one of the foci.   Other two laws deal with the speed at which 
the planets move around the Sun. 

Next major contribution to the development of the concept of gravity came from Newton. 
According to legend, the idea of gravitational attraction came to Newton’s mind when he saw 
an apple falling from a tree. It is believed that Newton formulated the concept of gravity as 
an attractive force when trying to explain how the apple came down to the Earth. According 
to historical records Newton started working on the gravitational force on the request of one 
of his close colleagues, Edmond Haley.  Newton derived the nature of the force that is needed 
to keep a planet in an elliptical orbit and showed that for a planet to move in such an orbit 
there should be force acting on it proportional to the masses of the planet and the Sun and 
inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the Sun and the planet. Later 
he described this property called gravity is something that exist between all masses and 
expressed his findings in the form of a scientific law. As it has been already established that 
the gravity is a property that prevails throughout the universe, this law is now called the 
universal law of gravitation. 
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Gravitational force is a special type of force. Very often this is explained by the analogy of a 
stone tied to one end of a string with the other end held by the hand. The force required to 
maintain the circular motion is provided by the tension of the string. There is no difficulty in 
visualizing how this happens. In contrast, in the case of the gravitational force acting 
between the Sun and a planet there is no physical entity such as the string to provide the 
necessary force. If that is the case, we may have to accept the gravitational force as a very 
special type of force in contrast to other forces that we know. Two masses which are far 
apart with no physical connection can exert this force on each other. 

Starting from the concept of gravitational force, a series of new concepts such as 
gravitational field, gravitational field intensity, gravitational potential energy and 
gravitational potential came into being. As a result of work carried out by mathematicians 
such as Laplace, a new branch of Physics and Applied Mathematics known as Potential 
Theory was established. Experimental methods of measuring gravity were soon found. Later 
these methods were improved to measure gravity to an extremely high degree of accuracy. 
Gravity which was a mere concept at one time has now reached the status of a real tangible 
physical quantity.  

Newton’s law of universal gravitation provided the necessary basis for the quantification of 
the gravitational force, but did not provide any answer to the question what causes it.  It 
was Einstein who provided answer to this question through his highly revolutionary theory 
called the general theory of relativity. We live in a three dimensional universe and in this 
universe time flows along a single direction. In classical Newtonian mechanics space and 
time have been considered as two independent entities. Einstein held the opposite view that 
the time and space cannot be separated and they are interwoven in an inseparable manner.  
In fact what is existing is neither space nor time, but a combination of both called 
“space-time”.  According to Einstein the space-time exists as a continuum and it has been 
made up of billions of space-time lines along which objects are moving. Space-time is not a 
rigid continuum. It is malleable, ductile and can undergo various forms of deformations. In 
the presence of a large mass such as a planet the space-time continuum deforms and as a 
result of this deformation, space-time lines bends towards the planet and hence objects 
move towards the planet. The curvature of the space time continuum according to Einstein 
is seen as the gravitational force. As a result of deformation of space-time continuum near 
a large star or a planet, even light rays move in curved lines as the space-time lines get 
deformed. This is a fact that has been experimentally proved.

Newton’s conceptualization of gravity is sufficient to explain many a practical phenomena. 
All calculations related to space travel are performed using Newton’s universal law of 
gravitation. In addition, knowledge of the gravity field of the Earth is used frequently in the 
exploration of mineral resources and oil. Gravity field measured over the Earth varies as a 
result of presence of Earth structures of different densities. Therefore, the gravity measured 
on the surface of the Earth provides a very good indication of nature of shallow sub-surface 
structure of the Earth. There is many a mineral deposit which has a density higher than that 
of surrounding rocks and over such places gravity field is higher than over the normal places. 
Similarly, sedimentary rocks have a density lower than that of the surrounding rocks and 
gravity lows can be observed over such places.  These gravity highs and lows are called 
gravity anomalies. It is well known that oil and gas always accumulate in sedimentary 
environments. The first step in oil and gas exploration is to search for suitable sedimentary 
structures and this is accomplished through gravity surveys and identifying extensive 
negative anomalies. The Mannar basin in the nearby sea area in Sri Lanka where oil and gas 
exploration activities are underway has been identified by examining the gravity anomalies   
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over the India Ocean. Once the existence of a suitable sedimentary basin is identified, the next 
step is to estimate the size and shape of the basin, solving the inverse problem in gravity.

Knowledge of the gravity field of the Earth has been used for many practical purposes. 
Recently this knowledge has been used in connection with claiming the sea area belonging to 
Sri Lanka. According to the Annex (ii) of the final act of the United Nations Convention on the 
Law of the Sea, a maritime country such as Sri Lanka can claim the surrounding sea area up 
to a boundary where the thickness of the sedimentary cover is 1 km. Most appropriate 
method of determining sedimentary thickness is reflection seismology. Carrying out a 
detailed systematic seismic survey to ascertain the thickness of sedimentary cover of the 
Indian Ocean around Sri Lanka is a prohibitively expensive exercise. Therefore, the High Level 
Task Force appointed by the cabinet of ministers to carry out  this task decided to first make 
a rough estimate of 1 km sedimentary boundary using an inexpensive method such as gravity 
and then to carry out a detailed seismic survey around the estimated boundary for the  
accurate establishment of the boundary. I am glad to add that this gravity study was carried 
out at the Physics Department of the University of Sri Jayewardenepura and this has been a 
part of the PhD research work of one of my students, Dr. Madhuranga Fernando. All these 
examples amply illustrate how far a mere concept created in human mind can be fruitfully 
utilized with further creative thinking for the physical and economic development of a 
country.

Formulation of the concept of force is just a single example of concept building in science 
which led to the development of practically useful branches of knowledge such as engineering 
and technology. There are many other concepts that became the backbone of modern science 
which have ultimately helped the human race to upgrade its living standards as well as 
technological advancement which has in turn enhanced economic growth.  Our vast present 
day knowledge of atomic and nuclear physics has the humble beginning of conceptualization 
of observations made on pieces of fur material rubbed with ebonite and pieces of silk cloth 
rubbed with glass. In order to explain the results of this simple experiment, concept of electric 
charge with two forms known as positive and negative have been introduced. Later attempts 
to arrange negative and positive electricity assumed to be present in matter, in such a way to 
satisfy many other observations, finally led to the present day conceptual model of the atom 
and the nucleus. Applications of this knowledge can be seen in chemistry, spectroscopy, 
nuclear medicine, nuclear power generation and many other situations. In addition to the 
practical applications of the conceptual model of the atom, it has paved the way for 
development of more sophisticated knowledge areas such quantum mechanics and more 
recently string theory.

Another concept that had far reaching consequences is the concept of wave. The concept of 
wave was formulated to explain the propagation of energy when an elastic medium that is 
repeatedly disturbed. This concept was first used successfully to explain many phenomena 
related to sound and light. Through the mathematical formulation of known laws in electricity 
and magnetism, James Clerk Maxwell showed that the electric and magnetic fields can 
propagate as waves introducing a new concept called electromagnetic waves. Developments 
that took place utilizing this concept revolutionized our communication capabilities reducing 
the whole world into a global village. Through this enhanced communication capabilities 
people had a better opportunity to access knowledge bases throughout the world paving way 
for a knowledge society. Today it is generally believed that knowledge is power and providing 
speedy access   for knowledge will provide lasting solutions to many social and other 
problems. 
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In this lecture I made an attempt to illustrate how the creativity of human beings led to the 
formulation of scientific concepts and with further creativity how these concepts have been 
assigned a practical meaning.  Scientific concepts became the building blocks of conceptual 
models and scientific theories have been put forward to explain how nature behaves. With 
these models and theories it became possible to predict the future behaviour of natural 
processes. Adjustment and readjustment of models to minimize the discrepancy between 
predictions and observations lead to the better understanding of how nature works.  

Today two distinct branches of scientific endeavour have emerged. First is basic or 
fundamental science where scientists attempt to unravel the mysteries of nature. This can 
be seen as pursuing the path followed by the likes of Galileo, Newton and Einstein. The 
second is the application of already available knowledge to solve practical problems and for 
development purposes. This branch is known as applied science or technology.  It appears as 
if today there is a higher encouragement for applied sciences than for the basic sciences. 
This has been aptly demonstrated by the nature of discoveries for which the Nobel Prize has 
been awarded during the last few years. In the past, the Nobel Prize for Physics went to work 
carried out on the basic aspect of the discipline. This trend has changed now and application 
oriented discoveries have come to the centre stage today. This may probably be due to the 
absence of revolutionary discoveries in basic branches of science that warrant this award as 
in the past.  Nevertheless, we need to understand that new knowledge which enriches 
applied research comes from basic research. Basic science prevents technology stagnation by 
providing new discoveries that sustain it.  Therefore,   it is important to encourage basic 
research as the future survival of technology depends very much on the progress of the basic 
sciences.

Modern science has gone through a long journey since the days of Bacon and Galileo. Science 
which was first originated due to the curiosity and enthusiasm of a few highly creative 
individuals has today become an enterprise with dedicated trained scientists, technicians 
and many others working on a multitude of scientific disciplines. In the past the direction in 
which scientific activities should be pursued was decided by the scientists themselves.  
However, today the scientists alone cannot decide the direction along which they steer their 
research. This is mainly because science today is a resource intensive enterprise in terms of 
money, trained personnel and expensive equipment. As a result of this they have to heavily 
depend on funding agencies. Throughout the world funding needed for research mainly 
comes from the State and therefore the State has the suasion to influence the direction of 
scientific research.  As a result of this, direction of scientific knowledge creation or research 
is influenced to a certain degree by the political realities of the present day world. During the 
cold war period more funds have been made available for defence and space research. Most 
of the oceanographic, marine geophysics and geology research carried out in the US during 
nineteen fifties, sixties, seventies and early eighties were funded by the US Navy. Whatever 
the purpose for which research was carried out, at the end of the day, it produces a valuable 
ensemble of information that enrich our knowledge and understanding of nature. This 
knowledge if used with creativity, innovativeness and responsibly can always be diverted 
towards applications that lead to the well being of mankind.

Thank you.
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A Greater Teacher.
 

V. R. Inthiran, 
MSc in Physics Education, 2008 Batch

 

Dear Professor. Thanthirigoda,
You taught me how to teach in an effective way.
It was splendid, the time what we had together.

You did not have boundaries of teaching as well as in treating us
It was fantastic, it was passionate

the way you transmit the knowledge, skills and attitudes.
You spiced the enthusiasm of learning up.

You made us excited because you are excited.
You taught us attractively.

You made all possible complex scenarios simple.
Simply you distilled my physics knowledge.

It is indescribable
Dear sir, thank you for expanding my thinking horizon.

Thank you for dissolving fear and purifying me.
Let me be devoted with my full of gratitude
Let me applause, every single inspirational 

thought what you had with us.
Thank you and have a long life………
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úY%du .sh .=rei|
uydpd¾h Oïñl ;ka;%Sf.dv

.=re i| - wú÷ w÷r ì| y< wm

.=re i| - w÷re Èúh t<s l< wm

t;=udg ksÿla ksfrda.S iemj;a úY%du Èúhla iu. §¾>dhqI m%d¾:kd lrñ'
t;=uka ieuod wmf.a yojf;a Ôj;a jkafka h'

wdpd¾h m%ikak uOqrx. m%kdJÿ

t;=ud wmg ¶ienE uydpd¾hjrfhls ’ ¶lreKdjka; .=rejrfhls ’wdorKSh msfhls’  ¶l,K 
ñ;=frls¶' tfukau jfrl t;=ud wmf.a ¶YsIHfhls'’ t;=udf.a
fN!;sl úoHdj iy .Ks;h ms<sn| ±kqu wmßñ;h' t;=udf.a fuu ±kqï
iïNdrh wdikakhgj;a wd fjk;a wfhla wm rfÜ ke;' tfukau t;=ud b;du ksy;udkS 
mqoa.,fhls' t;=ud ´kEu úgl iskduqiq uqyqKska isákjd ´kEu flfkl=g ±l.; yels iq,n 
oiqkls' t;=ud wm rfÜ iy wm úYajúoHd,fha ;k;=re úYd, .Kkla fynjQj;a" t;=ud 
tu lsisu ;k;=rlska T¨j Wÿïujd .;a ñksfila fkdfõ'

foaYSh yd cd;Hka;r m¾fhaIK m;%sld (Research Papers) 50 lg jeä ixLHdjla 
m%ldYhg m;afldg we;s uydpd¾h Oïñl ;ka;%Sf.dv uyd;audKka" Y%S ,xldfõ isák 
m¾fhaIlhska w;=frka by<skau ;eìh yelsh' Y%S ,xld uqyqÿ fjrf<a cd;Hka;r udhsu 
ks¾Kh lsÍfï jHdmD;sfha m%Odkshd yeáhg lghq;= lrk ,oafoa t;=ud h' tu woaú;Sh 
fiajh Wfoid 2008 jif¾§ cd;sl úoHd yd ;dlaIK iïudkfhka t;=ud msÿï ,eîh' 
fu;=ud úYajúoHd,fha isák l=vdu /lshdj lrk mqoa.,hdf.a isg by<u /lshdj lrk 
mqoa.,hdg olajd Woõ lr;s' ta lsisÿ flfkl=g t;=udf.a ie,ls,af,a fjkialula ke;' 
ud fuf;la Ôú;fha ±l we;s iqkaoru yoj; ysñ ;eke;a;d t;=udh'

úY%du hk úg t;=ud Y%S chj¾Okmqr úYajúoHd,fha fN!;sl úoHd
wOHhkdxYfha fcHIaG uydpd¾hjrhd fukau cd;sl úoHd yd ;dlaIK
fldñifï (NASTEC) iNdm;sjrhdo jYfhkao fiajh lf<ah'
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Light breaks the darkness – Darkness shows the 
             value of light
Breeze calms the surroundings – Tornados show the 
             value of breeze
Trees provide the shade   – Deserts show the 
             value of shade

Dear professor,
You have the maturity – Many show the value of it, 
being immature yet 

Academics will never retire. Thus, our best wishes to 
continue your service of guiding next generation 
towards a success.

valedictory lecture
Wishes at the 

Postgraduate students (2006 -2014)
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.=re i| - wú÷ w÷r ì| y< wm

.=re i| - w÷re Èúh t<s l< wm

rdð; chr;ak
wdpd¾h úrdÊ chùr
wdpd¾h m%ikak uOqrx. m%kdJÿ

ienE uydpd¾hjrfhla"
lreKdjka; .=rejrfhla"
wdorKSh msfhl=
iy
l,K ñ;=frla jQa
uydpd¾h Oïñl ;ka;%Sf.dv uy;audg
ks÷la ksfrda.S iemj;a úY%du Èúhla iuÕ
§¾>dhqI m%d¾:kd lrñ'
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pagepageWasanthi De Silva – 2009 Batch

I would like to express my deepest gratitude to you for 
being such a wonderful professor and mentor throughout my 
academic odyssey at University of Sri Jayewardenepura. 
Needless to say, it has been a great privilege studying
under such an extraordinary scholar and Professor. 
You have not only imparted a great amount of knowledge 
onto your students, but you have also been a true
father to all of us. In the humanistic nature, you have time 
to establish rapport with students by getting to know them 
personally. Most moving for me personally was the belief you 
showed in my ability to thrive in a different aspect of
responsibilities in academic career. I hope you will enjoy 
directing your energies to continue our fruitful dialogue on 
education and research in Sri Lanka.

I conclude my words by wishing you the very best in retirement. 
Thank you for your service and been a great representative for 
University of Sri Jayewardenepura.
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We take pleasure to say that, 
Dr. Dhammika Tantrigoda was a 
real teacher for us and he led us 
to a new way of thinking. 
Also, he taught us that humanity 
is greater than mere knowledge. 
Admittedly, he is a
wonderful teacher who we had 
met in our university life.

May he shine forever, 
& we wish him a 
healthy & glorious life.
4th year students (physics special, 2010-2015)

Tharaka de Silva, Lahiru Naveendra, Helani Singhapura,
Dulanjan Dharmasena, Rusiri Rathnasekara, Niluka Bandara,
Jeevan Jayasooriya, Dinusha senarathna, Sandaruwan Chameera,
Amali de Silva, Anuradha Mahanama, Bathiya Samarakoon
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D.P. Thiwanka Premarathna
3rd Year

iriú ìfï †idmdfudla we∫re ;=u
iriú f,dfõ fodr˘=˛ yereKq od isg
isma lsfrka Tfn fmdfydKs jkakg jrï fkd,oo
iriú wimqfõ myka geU jQ Tn .ek 
jrï ,¢ñ n¢kakg mo je,la wo †k

fifkfyjka;j ohdfjka Ys,am keK ≥ka
w∫re wyig mEhq i|j;u h wmg 
i;<sia jila mqrdjg wfma keK jevqjdg
Tfí fomd u; ysi ;enqj;a fkdyel Kh f.jkakg

fu ìu wiajoaokakg fyÆ od ì∫
ksula ke; Tfí „úf;a
ta wiajkq rkalr,a ù †‹,jhs f,dj oiwf;a
tlu me;=uls ieu uqjlska .s,syqfka fï wo †fka
wfm;a wdhqf.k Ñr;A l<la Tn
fhfyka jecfnkq .=re foú∫fka
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P.W. Dilruk Madushan
2nd Year

ysre tfnk w˛hu
ie° meye° fmd;a iu˘
Tn meñK cmqrg
fnod ‹kafka oekqu wmyg

uqj mqrd ke˘=kq
iqkaor Tfí uoyi
y| mqrd ke.=kq
wdor Tfí fifkyi
wu;l fkdfõ wm yg
bisUq ,en .sh;a wo

u;= Tn olsk †k 
tl;= lr ±;a fol
ok kud yqka ;eku
j¢ñ Tfn md hq.,
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The backbone of a good university 
is not made from fancy classrooms 

& huge buildings. 
It is made from the excellent 

education imparted by teachers like you.
Bid you farewell sir & 

wish you a happy retirement.

-Physics Special Batch 2011-
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Manesha Samarasinghe,Neranga Prasadi,Rasika Chamini,Sathya Vimukthini,
Nipuni Adikari,Gayathri Nanayakkara,Chamalie Gunawardana,Upeksha Perera,
Chathu Dilrukshi,Jayantha Kumara,Laknath Mendis,Sasadara Adikari,Sasanka 

Dharmasiri,Hemal Sendanayaka,Randika Lakshman.
Physics Special Batch (2015)

May the coming days be filled with 
joy and fun!

Happy retirement!

Dear Sir,
You were an amazing experience for many genarations....

With your dedication and conscientiousness 
you obligated many students,

helping them to go the right track when 
they needed it the most....

We all will remember your positive and 
energy with which we are saying
good bye to your retirement....
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Even though you are retiring, 
the values &

knowledge that you have 
imparted to us will never retire. 

Happy Retirement!

Physics Special Students
Millennium Batch

Faculty of Applied Sciences
University of Sri Jayewardenepura
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Honoring
A Very Special Professor

Dhammika. A. Tantrigoda

We appreciate your enduring commit�ent 
and valuable g�idance.

Thank you Sir …!

You have been an inspiration to us all.
May all your f�t�re endeavors be successf�l and fr�itf�l.

Physics Special St�dents
2010 Batch

Universit� of Sri Jayewardenepura
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Physics Special Batch 

Sir,

You have been a dedicated and appreciated service for us,

Happy Retirement Sir,

2002/2003(A) 
University of Sri Jayewardenepura



Nadee Prashanthika, Wimalarathne Bandara, 
Susantha Wijesinghe, Sanjeewa De Silva, Aruna Kumara, 
Nandika Jayamuni, Thushara Wijerathne, 
Indrajith Senevirathne, Prashantha Wimalasooriya

Best Wishes from 
Physics sPecial grouP ‘96
We are here today serving our families, our communities, 
our country and the world at large because of professors 
and mentors like you. We still remember the days
when we were listening to you in lecture-theater at our 
beloved USJP. You were writing on the blackboard with 
your impeccable, hand written letters, giving us a
lecture on Math Methods going on about Fourier 
Transforms trying to excite and engage us with wonder 
and beauty of physics that you so dearly felt. We felt the 
same, as you were contagious in your love for physics. 
You were always caring and pushing us to excel in our 
studies. You had a perpetual smile even when we were 
at fault, letting us know what matters is understanding, 
where and how we got it wrong not the mistake itself. 
You have been a model to us so that we become better 
human beings not just better students of Physics.
We wish you the very best in life, health, and happiness. 
We know you would still have energy and time to be 
engaged in physics, sciences and with the students in
our country for years to come. It has been indeed a 
privilege and an honor to be your students. Thank you 
for being part of our lives and changing them for better.
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Chamalie Gunawardhana
Physics Special Batch 2015

fid∫re wdpd÷hhdKks"
,nee¢ uqKsjrfhl= ú,iska
mq; kqU fk≥gq f,dj fuf;la hehs
Tre ne¢ rej,la fia
W.;a uyg .==Koï fl;rï wjeisoehs
meye¥

.=ref,djg mykla fjñka 
yevg .eUqrg ≥rg is;kafka fuf,ihehs 
W.;a f,dj lsre¨ orñka
Tn †kQ ú≥ f,dj uka;kkafka flf,ioehs
b.ekajQ

fid∫re wdpd÷hhdKks"
oi oyia W.;a ore mrmqrl uq, mqrel fjñka
úofo`oh Kek wimqj oekqñka mqrjñka
bgql,djQ wm˙ñ; fufyhg fuf,iska
;=;s mqokafkuq yo ms˙ ne;sfhka
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ißma keK fnod is; idod Tjd ñKs
oyila oiqka Tn yskaod iskdiqkÍ
Tfí .=K jhkakg mo ke;s kidfjks
b;ska wdhqfn`jka .=re mshdKks

•r l;rl f.jka oekqug wdjdu
,˘md;l ys|ka oekqug wd fiau
oekfuka im, lr ú≥ ìu os¨kdu
wjeish Tnf.a fiajh fkdksñh ;du

úlis; lrmq oekqug is;a i;ka fm;Í
Tnyska¤u oskq f,dj fj; oekqu fo;Í
bkakg iqfjka ks∫lska lsis •lla ke;Í
oyila kqjka oe,ajQ ta msu we;Í

fojk jir Physics wms
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E.L. Hansani 3rd Year

Supun Thiwanka
2nd Year

y;<sia jila mqrdjg
ú‹oh fijfka
w;=nrj
M,ord
m˙K;j
ukd f,igu meiqKq
ire îc
úhm;aj ìu m;s;
m;% u; Tínjd
fijK °
wyr °
oekqï welfhka fydjd
uy re• iq<x ueo
w∫re rd;%Íka mqrd
os˙h ›
iúh °
M, orkakg
jrï ≥ka
fifkyfiA w;= m;r 
i;r w; úyso jQ
uyd jDlaIh kqUhs
ohdnr mshdKks
fï ≥r iir w;r u,
wm is;a kßjdy<
.suka< jQjdg
Tng fndfyduhla mska 

oekqu b;sfrk
uyd .˘=,g 
fow;a †.= l,o
wm ieu 
,nd .;af;a ñgla muKh

ñfgka ,o 
ta uyd .=K l|
is;d .kakg ne˙h
ud yg
ñgla l, fï uyd mq•uh

myi ,enqug
fkdyel tl úg
ñáka ñg f.k 
myi .kq ñi

fow;A †.= lr
isák wm fj;
úáka úg fy`
myi fokq uek
mshdKks
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Wish best compliments for 
felicitation ceremony of 
Prof. Dhammika A Tantrigoda.
From, 2008 – 2010 M.Sc. Physics Education Batch.

1.    Chrishanthi Atukorale
2.    Nishantha Sendanayake
3.    Padma Rubasinge
4.    Parakrama Hettiarachchi
5.    M. T. S. P. Perera
6.    V. R. Inthiran
7.    K. Thewaraja
8.    Vilva Annaluxmi
9.    K. P. W. Kumara
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lE.eiSñ
iqmqre• ú,i
toji wm
mud jQfj` ùuq

úIh rijQ
†fkl
y∫kd .;sñ

ta 
Oïñl ;ka;%Sf.dv
uyd we∫re nj

ud 
isá wiqfkka
fkdoeksu
keÛsgqks

ta lsuoehs
ud fkdoksñ

ug 
fN!;sl új
bf.k .kak
wjeis ke;

yelskï
biUq,kakï
fudfyd;lg
fmr

lsh,d fokjo
wms jhig hoa›
Tn wehs ;ju;a
;reK

m<uq jifrys
Tfnka
W.kakd w;r;=r

Prasad Maduranga Bombuwala
4th year
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Life: Is it an Illusion? 
Very often I wonder what is meant by the present. We usually refer to what is 

happening at a particular point in time as the present. It is the point in the 
time line that demarcates the past and future. We feel that the past is real 
because of the memories that we have about the past. In the same way we 

feel that the future is also real because of our expectations.
 

Nothing can happen at present as it is only a point in time. For something 
that is meaningful and that can be experienced to happen a range in the time 

line is required. But we always feel that present is something real. This is 
because what we feel by present is not just a point in time but a small range 

around that point including a little bit of the past and a little bit of the 
future. If this is the case, what we experience as present is not something 
real. It is only an illusion. If the present is an illusion, the past which was 

present sometime back is also an illusion. Since future is the present yet to 
come, it is also an illusion. If this so, I wonder whether life is an illusion. 

   - Prof. Dhammika Tantrigoda -
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Teacher: Pinter Sans a Brush
 

Task of a good teacher in many ways similar to that of a good painter. A 
good painter's task is no way limited to painting what he sees or making 
faithful replicas of what he sees. As Pablo Picasso once said the painter 

should express what he feels about what he sees or in other words what he 
tells himself about what he sees. 

An average teacher transmits the received knowledge to his students; teaches 
the fact that are given in books, journals and in other media. These facts may 
include definitions, principles, laws, hypotheses, assumptions, descriptions etc. 

A good teacher is expected to do more than that. He should make his own 
opinions about these facts and transmit those to the student. A better teacher 
may go another step further and trained his students to critically analyze the 
opinions of others differentiating between the sound and irrational thinking 
and to have their own opinions about the received knowledge. Then only the 

student will understand the truth and the reality of the nature and start 
thinking creatively. A best teacher is the one who creates creative minds or 

open up minds towards creativity while doing all above. 
Unfortunately today teaching has become mere transmission of received 

knowledge. One of the reasons for this is that there was an explosive 
development of creation of knowledge in the recent past and the quantum of 
knowledge that the teacher is expected to transmit has increased in many 
folds. Sad outcome of this is that the process of teaching has reduced to a 

mere transmission activity relegating the student to a mere collector of 
knowledge. When the students who have undergone this process have become 

teachers consequences are disastrous with possibility of creativity 
commingling to a halt. 

   - Prof. Dhammika Tantrigoda -



Dear Sir,
Wishing you the best in this next phase in your life !!
From the first & second executive committee members 
of the Physics Society 93-94
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Special Thanks to,
Ms.Maheshi Fernando

Mr.Ravi Wickramathilake, 
& 

Organizing committee.
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